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NEW QUESTION: 1
Click the Exhibit button.
The exhibit shows a full-mesh topology between FortiGates and
FortiSwitches. To deploy this configuration, two requirements
must be met:
-20 Gbps full duplex connectivity is available between each
FortiGate and the FortiSwitches
-The FortiGate HA must be in AP mode.
Referring to the exhibit, what are two actions that will
fulfill the requirements? (Choose two.)
A. Configure the master FortiGate with one and FortiLink split
interface disable on ports connected to cables A and C and make
sure the same ports are used for to cables B and D.
B. Configure both FortiSwitch as pears with ICL over cable E,
create one MCLAG on ports connected to cables A and C, and
create another MCLAG on ports connected to cables B and D.

C. Configure the master FortiGate with one LAG and FortiLink
split interface enables on ports connected to cable A and C
make sure the ports are used for cables B and D on the slave.
D. Configure both FortiSwitches as peers ISL over cable on
create one MCLAG on ports connected cables A and C, and ceate
another MCLAG on ports connected to cables B and D.
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is true of the generated native SQL
below?
A. The derived table is executed independently, using
Pass-Through SQL, and then processed locally.
B. The parent select statement uses an inner join to directly
match columns from physical tables in the database.
C. The derived table is used to retrieve one data set, in order
to fulfill the join condition of another data set.
D. The outer projection list will return more columns than
listed, due to extra columns retrieved in the derived table.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is creating a pool of desktops for a group of
developers. The administrator needs to provide control to a
user from the group to manage the recompose and refresh
operations. The user's controls must apply only to the
developer pool.
What should the administrator do?
A. Create the developer pool and assign the Manage Desktops
global privilege to the virtual desktops.
B. Create a developer folder, add the developer pool, and
assign a user with the Inventory
Administrators role to the folder.
C. Create a developer folder, add the desktops, and assign a
user with the Manage
Desktops role to the folder.
D. Create the developer pool and assign the Inventory Control
global privilege to the virtual desktops.
Answer: B
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